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Mimicry on the edge: why do mimics vary
in resemblance to their model in different
parts of their geographical range?
George R. Harper Jr† and David W. Pfennig*
Department of Biology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, USA
Batesian mimics—benign species that predators avoid because they resemble a dangerous species—often
vary geographically in resemblance to their model. Such geographical variation in mimic–model
resemblance may reflect geographical variation in model abundance. Natural selection should favour
even poor mimics where their model is common, but only good mimics where their model is rare. We tested
these predictions in a snake-mimicry complex where the geographical range of the mimic extends beyond
that of its model. Mimics on the edge of their model’s range (where the model was rare) resembled the
model more closely than did mimics in the centre of their model’s range (where the model was common).
When free-ranging natural predators on the edge of the model’s range were given a choice of attacking
replicas of good or poor mimics, they avoided only good mimics. By contrast, those in the centre of the
model’s range attacked good and poor mimics equally frequently. Generally, although poor mimics may
persist in areas where their model is common, only the best mimics should occur in areas where their model
is rare. Thus, counter-intuitively, the best mimics may occur on the edge of their model’s range.
Keywords: Batesian mimicry; geographical variation; predation; Micrurus fulvius;
Lampropeltis triangulum elapsoides

1. INTRODUCTION
Batesian mimicry evolves when a palatable species (the
‘mimic’) co-opts a warning signal from a dangerous
species (the ‘model’) and thus deceives its potential
predators (Bates 1862). Such resemblances can be
favoured by natural selection if predators confuse models
with lookalikes (the evidence for and the principles of
mimicry are reviewed in Wickler (1968), Edmunds
(1974), Pough (1988), Endler (1991), Mallet & Joron
(1999), Brodie & Brodie (2004) and Ruxton et al. (2004)).
It is generally assumed that selection favours mimics
that most closely resemble their model. Yet, mimics often
vary geographically in resemblance to their model. For
example, in the New World, many species of nonvenomous snakes mimic several species of highly venomous coral snakes (Greene & McDiarmid 1981; Brodie &
Brodie 2004). Although these mimics may bear a striking
resemblance to their model in some areas, the same mimic
species may only vaguely resemble their model in other
areas (e.g. Pfennig et al. 2007).
Geographical variation in mimic–model resemblance
may reflect variation in model abundance. If a model is
rare (relative to its mimics), selection to avoid the model
(and any lookalikes) should be weak (Huheey 1964;
Oaten et al. 1975; Getty 1985; Pfennig et al. 2001). In
such situations, only those mimics that most closely
resemble the model should receive any protection. Thus,

in geographical areas where the model is rare, natural
selection should favour only the best mimics. By
contrast, if a model is relatively common, predators’
risk of encountering the model is high, and they should
therefore be under strong selection to avoid any species
that remotely resembles the model. Thus, in geographical areas where the model is common, even crude
lookalikes (‘poor’ mimics) may be protected from
predation, especially if the model is highly noxious
(Getty 1985; Pough 1988; Brodie & Janzen 1995;
Caley & Schluter 2003).
Additionally, poor mimicry may actually be selectively
favoured when the model is common. Poor mimics might
benefit by resembling several models simultaneously, they
may be more cryptic than their model, they may have
thermoregulatory advantages (e.g. more black coloration
could allow individuals to heat up quicker, whereas more
white may keep individuals cooler in exposed environments) and/or they could avoid investing in costly
conspicuous signals (e.g. colour pigments). Thus, in
geographical areas where the model is common, poor
mimicry may evolve owing to a relaxation of selection to
closely resemble the model and because selection might
actually favour poor mimics in such areas.
Here, we focus on a coral-snake-mimicry complex to
ask whether mimics resemble their model more closely in
regions where models are relatively rare than in regions
where they are common. We conducted (i) morphometric
analyses to determine whether mimics vary in their
resemblance to the local model in different geographical
areas, (ii) population censuses to ascertain whether
model-to-mimic abundance differs in these same geographical areas, and (iii) field experiments to establish
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Figure 1. (a) The non-venomous scarlet kingsnake (L. t. elapsoides) mimics the highly venomous eastern coral snake (M. fulvius).
(b) The geographical range of L. t. elapsoides (the mimic) greatly exceeds that of its model.

whether the strength of selection on mimic–model
resemblance varies in different geographical areas. Our
results suggest that selection favours only the best mimics
where their model is rare.

predation on replicas of ‘good’ mimics (i.e. mimics that
closely matched their model) and ‘poor’ mimics (i.e. mimics
that matched their model less closely but that were still within
the range of variation of actual mimics).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(b) Mimic–model resemblance in different areas
First, we conducted morphometric analyses of both
M. fulvius (the model) and L. t. elapsoides (the mimic) to
determine whether mimics vary in their resemblance to the
local model in different geographical areas. We began by
photographing preserved specimens of each species by using a
digital camera (see electronic supplementary material for the
locations of the specimens). All snakes were photographed on
the same background material.
We then used these photographs to measure two pattern
characteristics that, we had determined a priori, differentiated
good mimics from poor mimics (Harper 2006): (i) the
proportion of the snake’s mid-dorsum that is black and
(ii) the proportion of the snake’s mid-dorsum that is red.
Specifically, we calculated for each snake the proportion of its
mid-dorsum (i.e. the entire back of the snake, from its head to
its cloaca) that was black or red, respectively. We chose these
two characteristics, because previous morphometric analyses
had revealed that these characteristics change the most as the
mimetic pattern breaks down in allopatry. In particular,
compared with M. fulvius and L. t. elapsoides in sympatry,
L. t. elapsoides in allopatry tend to have less black and more
red on their dorsum (Harper 2006; Pfennig et al. 2007). We
limited our analysis to black and red, because these are the

(a) Study system
In the southeastern USA, eastern coral snakes (Micrurus
fulvius)—highly venomous, aposematically coloured elapids—serve as models for non-venomous scarlet kingsnakes
(Lampropeltis triangulum elapsoides). Both species co-occur
from Florida (‘deep sympatry’) to southern North Carolina
(‘edge sympatry’), but the geographical range of
L. t. elapsoides (the mimic) extends beyond that of M. fulvius
(its model; figure 1). Previous studies revealed that freeranging natural predators avoid replicas of L. t. elapsoides in
sympatry with M. fulvius but not in allopatry (Pfennig et al.
2001, 2007).
We conducted three separate studies. First, to determine
whether mimics vary in resemblance to their local model in
different regions, we compared colour patterns of models and
mimics in edge sympatry and deep sympatry. Second, to
establish that the relative abundance of models differs
between edge sympatry and deep sympatry, we tallied
published accounts and museum specimens of each species
(such data were used as a proxy for population estimates).
Finally, to determine whether the strength of selection on
mimic–model resemblance probably varies in different
geographical areas, we conducted a field experiment to assess
Proc. R. Soc. B
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Figure 2. Comparison of two diagnostic traits for (a) the model (Micrurus) and (b) the mimic (Lampropeltis) from Florida (FL,
deep sympatry) and North Carolina (NC, edge sympatry) and for (c) the good and (d ) poor mimic replicas. Black squares,
means. Box plots show 10th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 90th percentiles. Means with different superscripts are significantly
different ( p!0.05; Tukey–Kramer HSD).
predominant colours on both models and mimics, and
including all three colours (black, red and yellow) would
remove the independence of the characteristics.
We compared these characteristics between the four
categories of snakes: (i) edge sympatry models (M. fulvius,
NZ22), (ii) deep sympatry models (M. fulvius, NZ25),
(iii) edge sympatry mimics (L. t. elapsoides, NZ41), and
(iv) deep sympatry mimics (L. t. elapsoides, NZ46). We asked
whether mimics were more similar phenotypically to their local
models in edge sympatry than in deep sympatry. Additionally,
we performed discriminant analyses on the colour patterns of
models and mimics from each region to determine how often
mimics were mistaken for models and vice versa.
(c) Relative abundances of models and mimics
in different areas
We next asked whether the relative abundance of the model
varies geographically. We assembled data on numbers of
L. t. elapsoides and M. fulvius collected from Florida (deep
sympatry) by noting the numbers of each species present in
museum collections (Harper 2006). For North Carolina
(edge sympatry), we also used data published by Palmer &
Braswell (1995). Although such information provides a rough
estimate of the actual abundances of the two species, we used
these data for qualitative purposes only. In particular, we
sought to confirm the often-stated view that both the mimic
and the model are locally abundant in Florida (Kenny
Krysko, personal communication, 2006), but that only the
mimic is relatively abundant in North Carolina (e.g. Palmer &
Braswell (1995) assert that in North Carolina, L. t. elapsoides
‘are locally common’ but M. fulvius are ‘extremely rare’).
Museum collections and published accounts also have the
advantage of providing estimates of species abundances over
many decades.
We tallied the number of individuals of each species by
county and used only counties that had at least one mimic
sample. We calculated the ratio of models to mimics for each
county and used these ratios to calculate model-to-mimic
ratios for the two regions (edge and deep sympatry). We then
used a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare
the median ratio of models to mimics in each region.
Proc. R. Soc. B

(d) Predation pressure on good and poor mimics
in different areas
Finally, we sought to determine whether selection on good
and poor mimics varies in geographical regions that differ in
the relative abundance of the model. We specifically asked
whether poor mimics were more likely to be attacked than
good mimics in regions where models were relatively rare (i.e.
in edge sympatry), and whether poor mimics were as likely to
be attacked as good mimics in regions where models were
relatively abundant (i.e. in deep sympatry). To address this
issue, we used Plasticine replicas of snakes to estimate
selection on different colour patterns by exposing different
types of replica to free-ranging predators.
We constructed artificial models of snakes (replicas)
similar to those used in two recent studies (Pfennig et al.
2001, 2007). We created snake replicas (1.5!18 cm) of
precoloured, non-toxic Plasticine with a tricolour ringed
pattern that had proportions of red, black and yellow similar
to those of M. fulvius (the good mimic), a tricolour ringed
pattern with more red and yellow and less black than the
average M. fulvius (the poor mimic), and a plain brown
pattern (the latter served as controls). Good and poor mimic
replicas resembled naturally occurring L. t. elapsoides in size,
colour hue, colour order and ring width (colours were
matched by human eye). The poor mimic contained 8%
more red, 4% more yellow and 12% less black than the good
mimic (figure 2). The good mimic was modelled after a
typical L. t. elapsoides from southern North Carolina (edge
sympatry). The poor mimic was modelled after a typical
L. t. elapsoides from northern North Carolina, an allopatric
region where selection does not favour mimicry and where
the mimetic phenotype has begun to break down (Pfennig
et al. 2007). Although replicas of poor mimics differed
significantly from the typical L. t. elapsoides found in deep
sympatry (figure 2), we nevertheless used these replicas in
both edge and deep sympatry because (as previously
mentioned) previous research had shown that this phenotype
could be regarded as a poor mimic.
We conducted experiments during April and May 2006 at
10 sites in North Carolina and 10 sites in Florida (figure 1).
At each site, we arranged three different replicas (good mimic,
poor mimic and control; the three replicas formed a ‘triplet’)
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Figure 3. Geographical variation in two diagnostic traits for L. t. elapsoides (mimics) from (a,b) Florida (deep sympatry) and (c,d )
North Carolina (edge sympatry). Each dot represents the trait value for an individual L. t. elapsoides. The dashed horizontal line
indicates the mean trait value for the local model.
2 m apart in natural habitat. We then walked in a straight line
for approximately 75 m and positioned another triplet,
repeating the procedure until we had formed a 750 m long
transect containing 10 triplets (30 replicas). This design gave
predators a choice of attacking different phenotypes. Within
each region (edge and deep sympatry), there were 10
transects and 300 replicas in total, 100 of each type. Each
replica was used only once.
We collected replicas four weeks after their placement.
Following collection, a person without knowledge of the
replicas’ location scored attacks by noting any impressions
corresponding to a predator. We scored a replica as having
been ‘attacked’ only if it contained teeth marks of a carnivore
(e.g. black bear, bobcat, coyote, fox, raccoon; multiple
attacks on the same replica were scored as one attack).
There were no bird attacks. Impressions made by rodents or
insects were excluded from the analysis, because these
animals would not have represented a threat to a live snake.
In addition, in one transect in Florida, replicas attacked by a
feral pig were excluded.
For the analyses, the response measure was the proportion
of good or poor mimic replicas attacked within each transect
(equal to the number of attacks on good or poor mimics,
respectively, divided by the total number of attacks on all
replicas). Within each region, different transects were
considered replicates (NZ10 replicates per region). For
the statistical analyses, we compared, separately for each
region, the proportion of good and poor mimics attacked with
the proportion expected if attacks were random with respect
to phenotype (Z0.33). We used a non-parametric, onesample, Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the mean
proportion of each type of replica attacked in each region.
Proc. R. Soc. B

3. RESULTS
(a) Mimic–model resemblance in different areas
Mimics resembled their local model in edge sympatry but
not in deep sympatry. In particular, an ANOVA of
diagnostic phenotypes revealed that M. fulvius (the
model) from deep sympatry did not differ significantly
from M. fulvius in edge sympatry, nor did M. fulvius differ
from L. t. elapsoides (the mimic) in edge sympatry (figure 2).
However, L. t. elapsoides from deep sympatry differed
significantly from the other three groups in proportion of
dorsum red (ANOVA: F3,118Z18.16, p!0.0001; Tukey–
Kramer HSD: p!0.05) and black (ANOVA: F3,118Z6.87,
pZ0.0003; Tukey–Kramer HSD: p!0.05; figure 2).
Mimics in deep sympatry were more phenotypically
variable than were mimics in edge sympatry (figure 3).
Compared with individuals from edge sympatry,
L. t. elapsoides from deep sympatry were more variable
in the proportion of both dorsum black (Levene’s test,
FZ16.129, pZ0.0001) and dorsum red (FZ16.554,
pZ0.0001).
Finally, a discriminant analysis based on the two
pattern characteristics misclassified significantly more
models and mimics in edge sympatry than in deep
sympatry (34.93 versus 18.31%; two-tailed Fisher’s
exact test, pZ0.0322). Thus, these data again suggest
that mimics in edge sympatry were more phenotypically
similar to their model than were mimics in deep sympatry.
(b) Relative abundances of models and mimics
in different areas
Our estimates of each species’ abundance in different parts
of their range confirmed our a priori expectation that the
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those replicas attacked, predators did not avoid either the
poor mimic (mean proportion attackedZ0.5, NZ4
transects, pZ0.789) or the good mimic (mean proportion
attackedZ0.5, NZ4 transects, pZ0.789). However, good
and poor mimics were attacked equally frequently (mean
proportion attackedZ0.5 for both types of replicas).
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Figure 4. Mean (Gs.d.) proportion of total attacks on each
replica type in edge sympatry (for deep sympatry data, see
text). The observed proportion of attacks on replicas of good
mimics was significantly ( p!0.05) less than 0.33 (dashed
horizontal line), the value expected if predation attempts were
random with respect to colour pattern.

model was relatively common in the centre of its range
(deep sympatry), but relatively rare on the edge of its range
(edge sympatry). In particular, 48 counties in Florida
(72% of counties in the state) and 25 counties in North
Carolina (25%) had at least one record for L. t. elapsoides.
The ratios of M. fulvius (the model) to L. t. elapsoides (the
mimic) for Florida (deep sympatry) and North Carolina
(edge sympatry) were significantly different (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, SZ548, p!0.0001). Models outnumbered
mimics in Florida (meanGs.d.Z2.61G4.69; medianZ1
model per mimic). By contrast, mimics outnumbered
models in North Carolina (meanGs.d.Z0.43G1.40;
medianZ0 model per mimic).
(c) Predation pressure on good and poor mimics
in different areas
When free-ranging natural predators in edge sympatry
were given a choice of attacking replicas of good or poor
mimics, they avoided only good mimics. Of the 300 replicas
placed in North Carolina, 21 were attacked (7%). Moreover, at least one replica was attacked in eight of the 10
transects. Predators attacked significantly fewer good
mimics than the proportion expected (0.33) had they
shown no colour pattern preference (figure 4; mean
proportion of good mimic replicas attackedZ0.125, NZ8
transects, two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test, pZ0.039).
Predators did not, however, avoid poor mimics (mean
proportion attackedZ0.406, NZ8 transects, pZ0.633) or
controls (mean proportion attackedZ0.469, NZ8 transects, pZ0.438).
By contrast, predators in deep sympatry attacked good
and poor mimics equally frequently. Of the 300 replicas
placed in Florida, only nine were attacked (3%). Indeed,
significantly fewer replicas were attacked in Florida
than in North Carolina (Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed
pZ0.0377). Moreover, attacks were clustered in Florida:
only four of the 10 transects had attacks. The combination
of low attack rates and heterogeneity of attacks eliminated
the power needed for statistical analysis. Nevertheless, of
Proc. R. Soc. B

4. DISCUSSION
Batesian mimics often vary geographically in how
faithfully they match their model (e.g. Pfennig et al.
2007). Here, we asked whether geographical variation in
mimic–model resemblance reflects geographical variation
in the relative abundance of the model. Batesian mimicry
theory predicts that natural selection should favour
mimics that bear even a crude likeness to their model as
long as the model is relatively common (Ruxton et al.
2004), especially when the model is highly toxic (Getty
1985; Pough 1988; Brodie & Janzen 1995; Caley &
Schluter 2003). In such situations, predators’ risk of
encountering the dangerous model is high. Consequently,
predators should be under strong selection to avoid any
species that remotely resembles the model. Thus, in areas
where the model is common, even crude lookalikes may
gain protection from predation. Poor mimics might be
especially likely to evolve in such areas, if closely
resembling the model is costly (e.g. producing and
maintaining aposematic phenotypes may be physiologically taxing; Ruxton et al. 2004). By contrast, when
the model is relatively rare, the likelihood of a predator
encountering the model is low, and, consequently,
selection on predators to avoid the model (and any
lookalikes) will be relaxed (Huheey 1964; Oaten et al.
1975; Getty 1985). Thus, only mimics that closely
resemble their model are likely to receive any protection
from predation; poor mimics are unlikely to be protected.
In a snake-mimicry complex where the geographical
range of the mimic extends beyond that of its
model (figure 1), we found that coral-snake mimics,
L. t. elapsoides, vary geographically (figure 2), such that
mimic–model resemblance is higher on the edge of the
model’s range (edge sympatry), where models are
relatively rare, and lower in the centre of the model’s
range (deep sympatry), where models are relatively
common. Moreover, our field experiment revealed that
predators on the edge of the model’s range discriminated
between good and poor mimics, tending to avoid only the
former (figure 4). Thus, on the edge of their model’s
range, natural selection appears to favour only mimics that
closely resemble their model.
Additional evidence that mimics on the edge of their
model’s range are under selection to closely resemble the
models comes from our analysis of variation in colour
patterns. Compared with mimics from edge sympatry,
mimics from deep sympatry were significantly more variable
in both phenotypic characteristics (figures 2 and 3). One
possible explanation for this result is that in deep sympatry
(but not in edge sympatry), between-population variation is
greater than within-population variation. Yet, in deep
sympatry, we observed no more variation between populations than within populations: the range of phenotypes
among snakes from a given latitude (i.e. within a
population) was often as great as that among snakes from
different latitudes (i.e. between populations; figure 3a,b).
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Our findings therefore point to a relaxation of selection for
close resemblance between the mimic and the model in
deep sympatry.
In contrast to the situation in edge sympatry (figure 4),
our attempts to measure predation pressure in deep
sympatry met with limited success owing to low attack
rates. These low attack rates may have reflected a general
tendency for predators in deep sympatry to avoid all
snakes (overall, there were significantly fewer snake
replicas attacked in Florida than in North Carolina).
Indeed, because venomous snakes are highly noxious
models, and because many venomous snakes in Florida
resemble both the control and mimic replicas, predators
may have generalized the characteristics of these venomous snakes and avoided any object that resembled ‘a
snake’ (e.g. Pough 1988). Despite the small sample size,
however, we found that good and poor mimics were
attacked equally frequently in deep sympatry, in accordance with our expectation.
It might be asserted that L. t. elapsoides differ in colour
patterns in edge sympatry and deep sympatry, not owing
to geographical variation in model abundance, but owing
to geographical variation in some other (unmeasured)
aspect of their environment. While we cannot completely
rule out this possibility, it seems improbable for two
reasons. First, mimics inhabit the same microhabitat as
their models. Yet, models do not differ between regions
(figure 2). Second, our field experiment provides a causal
explanation for the observed geographical variation in
mimic–model resemblance. In particular, our field experiment revealed that poor mimics would probably be
selected against only in edge sympatry, thereby explaining
the absence of poor mimics in this region.
More generally, our data allow us to reject five
alternative hypotheses that can explain geographical
variation in mimic–model resemblance. First, in systems
where the range of the mimic exceeds that of the model,
poor mimics may occur on the edge of the model’s range if
there is a ‘breakdown’ of mimicry in regions where mimics
become more abundant (Brower & Brower 1962). This
hypothesis cannot account for our results, however,
because we found the opposite trend: the best mimics
were on the edge of the model’s range. Second, poor
mimics may evolve in some geographical areas (but not in
others) as a consequence of selection to resemble more
than one model inhabiting separate areas (Edmunds
2000; Sherratt 2002; Darst & Cummings 2006). Such
dual mimicry is improbable in our system: there are no
dangerous species other than M. fulvius that L. t. elapsoides
could conceivably mimic.
Third, seemingly poor mimics may evolve in some
regions through antagonistic coevolution between the
mimic and the model. Specifically, because models may
suffer increased predation as mimics become more
numerous (Oaten et al. 1975; Fisher 1999), selection
may favour models that evolve away from their mimics.
Selection for such ‘chase-away evolution’ (Gavrilets &
Hastings 1988; Holmgren & Enquist 1999), which
converts good mimics into poor mimics, may be stronger
in some regions than in others. Contrary to the predictions
of this hypothesis, however, we found that mimics in edge
sympatry closely resemble models from both regions,
whereas mimics in deep sympatry do not. Perhaps more
critically, models in the two regions did not differ
Proc. R. Soc. B

significantly in phenotype (figure 2), indicating that
chase-away evolution has not occurred separately in the
two regions.
Fourth, mimics may have been evolving with models
longer in some regions than in others allowing more time for
good mimicry to evolve in these regions. This hypothesis
does not explain variation in mimic–model resemblance
in our system, however. Genetic diversity is greater among
L. t. elapsoides in Florida than in North Carolina (Harper
2006), indicating that L. t. elapsoides have probably been in
sympatry at least as long in Florida as in North Carolina, and
probably longer. Thus, there should have been sufficient
time for good mimicry to evolve in Florida.
Finally, our analysis assumes that the cost for
mistakenly attacking a model is identical in both regions.
Yet, because spatial variation in venom toxicity is common
in snakes (Chippaux et al. 1991; Alapegiron et al. 1994), it
might be contended that mimics resemble models more
closely in edge sympatry than in deep sympatry because
models are more dangerous in deep sympatry. Variation in
toxicity is unlikely to explain our results, however: coral
snake venom is deadly, regardless of the population from
which they derive (Roze 1996).
In sum, although poor mimics may persist in areas
where their model is common, only the best mimics
should occur in areas where their model is rare. Thus,
counter-intuitively, the best mimics may occur on the edge
of their model’s range. Generally, variation in model
abundance may critically determine the nature of selection
on mimetic phenotypes and thereby explain why mimics
often vary in resemblance to their model.
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